RERD Buck a Duck
The Sebeka C&C will be
sponsoring the Buck a Duck
races again this year. Tickets
may be bought at the following
businesses: Anderson Homes,
Hub 71, Community First Bank,

S&S Garage, Sebeka Liquor
Store, Sebeka Medical Clinic
and Rife’s Arco.
Races will begin at 11:30 a.m.
at the Red Bridge.
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Five simple ways to make healthy choices at summer BBQs

(StatePoint) While fun, all
those barbecues and cookouts
of summer can present a challenge when you’re trying to lose
weight and stay healthy. However, there’s no need to ditch these
fun get-togethers for fear of derailing your healthy lifestyle.
Instead, you can employ some
simple tricks to help you stay on
track.
According to Courtney McCormick, manager of clinical
research and nutrition at Nutrisystem, here are several ways
to keep winning at weight loss
without missing out on the fun.
• Volunteer to Bring the Appetizers: If you don’t want your
only snacking choice to be chips
and high-calorie onion dip or
a cheese and meat tray, offer to
bring a chopped veggie plate
along with low-fat dip, or baked
chips with salsa or hummus.
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The good news is that this side
is also high in hunger-satisfying
fiber -- half a cup has about five
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The Wadena Soil and Water
• Load Up on Green Salad:
Conservation District (SWCD)
SEBEKA STORE • 837-5749
will offer a free nitrate waterVERNDALE • 445-5390 ~ STAPLES • 894-2474
testing clinic at the Wadena
County Fair on June 20 and 21
from 2:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Nitrates are the most common
contaminants in Minnesota’s
groundwater, and in some areas
of the state a significant number
of wells have high nitrate levels.
Beautiful housing for the elderly and persons with memory loss
With that in mind, experts recommend that private well owners who get their drinking water
from wells should test their water regularly.
To participate in the testing,
homeowners are asked to bring
at least one-half cup of water
in preferably a clean plastic or
clean glass container. To get a
good sample, allow the tap to
run 5 to 10 minutes before filling the container. Homeowners
with distillation units, reverse
osmosis or other nitrate removal
systems should take two water
samples ‑ one before and one after the treatment process. This
will determine if the system is
working. Homeowners with just
Becky Palmer, Manager • 1005 Wells Ave. West, Sebeka
a water softener need to take one
sample, either before or after the
218-837-6406
water passes through the water
E-mail: SebekaManager@serenitylivingsolutions.com
softener.
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be able to indulge without all the
guilt, and your taste buds will
thank you.
For more great tips on how to
lose weight and live healthier,
visit leaf.nutrisystem.com.
When you’re faced with those
tough weight-loss “make-orbreak” moments this summer,
remember, BBQs have nothing
on you. You can make healthier
choices and still enjoy the company of family and friends.

Free nitrate water-testing clinic
at the Wadena County Fair

more than 24 hours before the
testing and must be kept refrigerated prior to testing. To ensure
accurate results, homeowners
should mark the container with
their name, phone number and
a well identification number if
more than one well is sampled.
Homeowners who wish to remain anonymous should choose
an easily recognized “code number” to identify their sample. It
is not necessary to provide information about the well or well
location.
Samples will be analyzed on
the spot ‑ the process usually
takes less than five minutes ‑ and
results will be given directly to
the homeowner. If the nitrate
level in a sample is elevated,
clinic staff can refer the homeowner to certified labs that will
retest the water. For questions
about the clinic or how to take a
water sample contact the Wadena SWCD at (218) 632-4201.

